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I'm trying to replace all of my prototypes using prototype.js. However, I also want it to be able to determine the difference between real properties and methods. Basically, is there any way to make it distinguish between: var A = function() { var myAttribute = {}; var myMethod = function() {};
this.attribute = myAttribute; this.attribute.property = 'value'; this.attribute.method = function() {}; } A.prototype.attribute = {property: 'value'}; vs var A = function() { var myAttribute = {}; var myMethod = function() {}; this.attribute = myAttribute; this.method = function() {}; }
A.prototype.attribute = {property: 'value'}; A.prototype.method = function() {}; Both of these will allow the property to get modified: a = new A(); a.attribute.property = 'new value'; but the method will still throw an error a.attribute.method(); and call "myMethod()" Do I just need to do this
manually for each of my objects? Seems like there should be a more elegant way to handle this... var A = function() { var myAttribute = {}; var myMethod = function() {}; // Possibly need to check to see if we've modified the // prototype object, and if so, what constructor we're // calling var
type = new /
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